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F. Department Chairpersons

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A.Dates
B. Department
C. Course Number
D. Course Title
E. Course Outline Preparer

G. Department/Division Deans

T

II COURSE SPECIFICS
A. Hours
B. Units
C. Prerequisites
D. Course Description

E. Field Trips
F. Method of Grading
G. Repeatability

H. Mode

2 hours lecture
2
None
This overview course is designed for students with
learning disabilities but is open to all students. The course
provides practice and practical ~nnlication in a variety of
creative and analytical thinking "problem-solving process
strategies presented for all learning modalities. The class
homework assignments and final problem-solving project
are comprehensive,individualized and conceptual-based.
No
Credit/No-Credit
Repeatability is governed by section 56029
of the Title V implementing guidelines
Lecture

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION Develop and practice creative and analytical thinking and
problem-solving strategies for academic and personal
growth. Strategies include task analysis, information
processing, memory strategies, mind-body awareness,
creative problem-solving, etc. Designed for students with
learning disabilities but open to all students.

IV. COURSE OBJECTIVES
Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to:
A. Evaluate the problem-solving process step by step
B. Employ creative problem-solving techniques and effective questioning strategies that use internal
and external inquiry
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C. Demonstrate an awareness for various multisensory (Visual/auditory/
kinesthetic) problem-solving strategy options for approaching a problem
D. Express ideas and personal reflections and communicate
constructive feedback and ideas in interactions with classroom peers
E. Identify a problem as well as break down cause and effect elements
of the problem
F. Demonstrate the ability to formulate, execute and evaluate
academic and personal action plans
G. Identify, apply, and evaluate techniques for mind-body-emotion
interaction and interdependence as related to attention, concentration and learning to learn
H. Describe and compare the contributions of convergent and divergent styles of information
processing to problem-solving
1. Identify, categorize, prioritize, and specify short-term goals and then break
them down into step-by-step action
J. Actively employ effective strategies for short-term memory rehearsal and long-term memory
consolidation based on individual learning styles
K. Assess assumptions and attitudes toward perceiving and utilizing new information
L. Apply analysis and synthesis modes of critical thinking to decision-making

~ COURSE CONTENT

A. Definition and overview of problem-solving vocabulary, attitudes and approaches necessary to
solve a problem

1. Brainstorming activity on the characteristics of problem solving and analytical thinking
2. Intention statement
3. Student understanding sheet
4. Discussion of how individuals approach problems differently

B. Goal Setting: How to write realizable goals
1. Recognize and identify realistic and measurable short-term goals
2. Categorize goals by type and select priority goals
3. Break down a goal into a step-by-step action plan

C. Classify cause and effect factors of a problem or goal (Fishbone Diagram)
1. Analyze a task to find the area of breakdown and recognize causes of the problem.
2. Restate the problem or undesired effect as a goal or desired effect with opposite causes
now seen as solutions

D. Introduction to internal and external verbal skill building
1. Learning and thinking styles
2. Access to "peak performance" in analyzing one's personal "flow" state
3. Explore assumptions and attitudes: noticing what we take in and what we discard according
to expectations and conditioned perceptions
4. Belief inventory; moving from limiting fears to positive opposites
5. The art of asking questions: from modeling to practice of effective questioning

E. Mind-body-emotion connection in problem-solving and learning
1. Physical movements (e.g. martial art-inspired/breath work) that affect relaxation, stress
reduction, and clear thinking
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a. Diaphragmatic and Dungeon Breathing technique
b. Stress-reducing and energizing movement exercises

2. Explore Mind-Body strategies for increasing concentration and selective attention
a. Mind Dump: removing "mental clutter"
b. The two-minute mind (one-point concentration)
c. Discuss the contributions of external and internal distractions

F. Visual strategies for problem-solving
1. Visual graphic organizers or "mindmapping" forms for identifying relationships,
planning and organizing information

a. Design and create individual "mindmaps"
b. Construct and present group moving "mindmap"

2. Visualization as a mental training techniql,le
a. Planning for positive outcome for personal and academic "test" situations with a
resourceful state of mind
b. Overcoming obstacles in advance

G. Application of the problem-solving nine-step process
1. Class discussion of the importance of multi-step problem solving
2. Class problem-solving project:
metacognition strategies to explore how we think, learn and focus our attention (internal
inquiry) and how we gather information (external inquiry)
3. Partner problem-solving process exercises:
communication skills for discovery- demonstrate receptive and expression skills to give
clarification and feedback to peer partner on project goals

H. Memory strategies for retention and rehearsal of information
1. The information processing model presented and illustrated
2 The importance of "working memory" for problem-solving
3. Corresponding strategies for short-term rehearsal and long-term consolidation
4. Relating individual learning styles to effective learning and retention

a. Effective memory techniques: association, clustering, mnemonics, mapping,
etc. practiced according to learning style
b. Memory triggers: using all the senses to reinforce retention

I. Creative problem solving process: divergent learning
1. Selected brainstorming exercises for examining multiple perspectives, forming new
associations and making novel combinations
2. In-class group creative problem-solving exercises
3. The practical uses of intuition

1. Strategies for decision-making and practical problem-solving: convergent learning
1. Analysis/synthesis exercises and handouts
2. Exploring pro/con matrices and Edward de Bono's PMI method
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VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments:
Assignments will include:

1. The keeping of a reflection journal for textbook skill exercises and observation, questions,
new ideas, goals
2. Written assignments and short exercises from text, worksheets and personal research
3. Individual and group projects applying problem-solving principles and culminating in a
final problem-solving project
4. Short readings for discussion or written comment

B. Evaluation:
1. Teacher assessment will be used to evaluate students' mastery of the course objectives and to
encourage transfer and continuation of skills practiced in class.

a. Homework assignments account for 35% of the grade; includes completing and
writing entries in the reflection journal about problem-solving exercises started in class
b. Mid-course quiz accounts for 15% of the grade; quiz given mid-course is
comprehensive and includes subjective and objective items
c. Problem-solving project accounts for 20% of the grade

1. Project is comprehensive and individualized
2. Follows the fonnat of the problem-solving process model
3. Involves a relatively short-tenn (4-week) goal or problem of concern that is
specifically identified, analyzed,researched, and then given possible solutions
4. A priority solution is chosen from the options and is broken down as an
action plan
5. Last part of the project is an evaluation of the results and
recommendations for future needs and goals
6. Project is delivered in a fill-in fonnat that assists students with
organization and focus

d. Final exam accounts for 20% of the course grade; exam will involve employing the
practical problem-solving strategies presented in class
e. Class participation will account for 10% of the grade
f. A student is allowed only 2 unexcused absences; after the 3rd unexcused absence a
student may be dropped.

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials:
1. Handouts and instructor-developed worksheets explaining problem-solving strategies that
include exercises for reflection and practical problem-solving
2. Required Text: Wujec, Tom. Pumping Ions, Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group
(1990). (on hold in library)
3. Recommended texts:

a. Leeds, Dorothy. The Seven Powers of Questions, The Berkley Publishing
Group/Penguin Putnan Inc. NY (2000)
b. Michalko, Michael. Cracking Creativity, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, CA. (2001)
c. Wujec, Tom. Five Star Mind, Doubleday, Canada, (1995)

VII. TITLE V CLASSIFICATION

CREDIT/ NON-DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title V
Section 55002(b)).
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